TO THE FEDERATED AND SOVEREIGN NATION OF IRAQ AND ITS SEQUENCE
OF BODIES
LET US PREFORM THIS AS A BLUEPRINT FOR THE ARAB WORLD
EACH WORLD BODY HAS ITS OWN VERSION OF WHAT WE DO AND
THEREFORE CALLING PERHAPS THE "UMMAH" IN OTHER TERMS
WE WILL BEGIN BY PLACING RATHER THAN NAMES - THE TITLE
"ENLIGHTENED LEADERS" IN ORDER TO FORMAT THIS BLUEPRINT
THROUGHOUT THE ARAB WORLD AND ITS CONSECUTIVE NEIGHBOURS - OUR
NAMES WILL NAUGHT APPEAR AT THE TOP OF THIS DOCUMENT EITHER AT
THIS TIME FOR WE ARE BOTH AND ALL BEING SUBJECT TO PERSECUTION,
COURTS AND POVERTY WITHOUT CONTACT WITH ANY OF THIS EARTH'S,
ANGORIAUS'S HUMANITY
Sisterhood, Brethren AlSalaam Alyakaim. The Blueprint of the Federation of
Free Planets have well prepared for this day. We have covered nearly every segment if
naught all of the new Iraq, new to us being since Iraq changed from the time of the first
landing in UR.
Sisterhood, Brethren there are a few things you are to know.
Elections will disolve Iraq. They will only further the contention between Shi'ite,
Kurdish and Sunni to begin with and then of course there are the other atonomous
regions. Now the reason the Shi'ite are determining to hold elections early are because
they know, and are all too well aware that if they do naught, and the real President of
Iraq turns up, then their entire commune of government will need to be immediately
dissolved.
Therein must the Federation of Unified Ummah within the greater structure of
UMMAH be set up and regulated so that the True and Enlightened Leadership which
many you thought you threw out of supposed power for the moment, will have the base
already for them when they return. It is as the Gods and Goddesses of the Firmament
will it to be.
Now the next point we will explain and to the contentment of every group inside
of Iraq which is legitimate, will we now proceed to address.
Each ethnic majority as well as minority will work upon this consensus. For Iraq,
for the Middle East it has to be that way.
Iraq must have an indigenous Enlightened Leadership. No titles will then be
used, such as President or King nor any other such title.
Each Ummah within the UMMAH of Iraq will have tribal leadership of an
Enlightened Sort. One man and one woman from each region.
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It will result in an entirely different type of autonomy.
Each region will have their own Ummah, which means small nation within the
Larger UMMAH or Larger Nation of IRAQ.
Each Ummah will have its own sovereign flag to represent its small nation within
the Greater Nation or UMMAH of IRAQ.
No Ummah will be the sole source of their own oil and gas wealth. This is due to
the fact that Iraq will naught be operating upon the sole jurisdiction of separate entity of
autonomy.
This, as we have said will forment a different sort of autonomous regions, each
with their own culture base and ethnic qualities which they wish to keep to the fore,
protected and beautiful.
Each Ummah must then have their own small military, voluntary to add or
attribute to the whole.
Each Ummah will then protect the central UMMAH giving the UMMAH
Enlightened Leaderships relaxing quality to work ALONGSIDE AND NAUGHT OVER
the participating and protecting smaller Ummahs within IRAQ or otherwise known as the
GREATER UMMAH.
This type of autonomy as we speak on will give to each distinct region of Iraq
more power within each region.
In fact more power than if they were smaller nations all on their own separated
from the Central UMMAH of IRAQ.
You will see what we mean shortly.
The responsibility will be greater.
Every Ummah will be set up in the same and exact format as the Central or
Greater UMMAH.
And all business will be conducted by talents, needs and access to trade deals
with other nations.
This will be based solely upon the Original Interstellar Islamic Economic People
Friendly system of concern and no flagrant nor monstrous abuse of each Ummah will
then be possible.
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Abuse of any system is only possible, Sisterhood, Brethren, when you have
dissenting electorate bodies who will break every law and principle in the book and steal
money from the Peoples of the Land, in order to put out the best front and podium for
their own self-made credibility.
Without elections there can be no such abuse of the system and only
Enlightened Ones will get into the Enlightened Positions - those Sisterhood, Brethren,
who are able to CONVERSE FIRST WITH THE STARSHIP COMMANDERS! FOR
THOSE WHO CANNOT EVEN DO THAT MUST REALIZE THAT THEY ARE NAUGHT
AT THE LEADERSHIP LEVEL FOR GUIDING A NATION, THE UMMAH NOR THEIR
PEOPLES.
In the "absence of" the people hating present economic system there will be no
corruption from that front either.
The Federation works upon a basis of gaining for the People, that which the
People need and certain items needed by the People of Iraq will be traded for Other
items using the natural resources of the Central and smaller Ummahs together.
Now let us please explain.
Health Care is number One in Iraq.
Food consumption is number One in Iraq.
Demining is number One in Iraq.
Shelter and Clothing is number One in Iraq.
So right now we deal with the staples which all Iraq will need in the future and
for an example we take Health Care.
The oil and gas will be traded for instance to a nation such as Japan or China or
Indonesia for their holistic doctors to come to Iraq and train our doctors and nurses in
the safe use of all formats of ancient and present herbal and acupuncture [for severe
pain instead of pain killers which ruin the stomach lining]. Many of the herbs will Iraq
trade oil and gas on a continuous basis to these nations. No money will pass hands
therein no money will be taken from the Peoples of Iraq keeping then the Original
individual Ummahs clean and no temptation unto the process of corruption.
Thus when the Enlightened Leaders of each Ummah hold a Majlis and have
their reviewers taking counts as to exactly how much holistic medicine is needed, from
each and every household, hospital, clinic, etc, then that figure will be processed into
the next Order form and delivered by each Ummah unto the Central Enlightened
Leadership of the GREATER UMMAH who will then by design contact the respective
nations with the Order form and then the trade will be organized immediately with no
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waste of time and every Iraqi Citizen will have in that area what he or she needs without
taking more than they need. If for instance, China, or Japan or Indonesia need
instruction in Architecture by Great Iraqi Engineers in such profession, then Iraq may
trade Engineers for Holistic Doctors for whatever time is needed or allotted to each side.
But the oil and gas will still be needed for trade for the holistic medicines and other
items of great worth.
In this way of course the natural resources of each country in the world
connected with dealing within the Federation of Unified Nations will be able to balance
out their resources in every which way and direction.
No breaking of anymore Universal Principles or Laws if you would like to call
them that and then you will see just how quickly all crime and criminal intent pass away
for good.
Each Ummah which has the Enlightened Leaderships may go from region to
region to ensure they have found ones who communicate directly with the Starship
Commanders of the Federation of All Free and Unindulated [Uncompromising]
Reformated Planet Worlds.
When the Enlightened Council is set up then of course the concerns of the
People will go to district Majlis and from there the issues will be gathered - issues of
material concerns for some Majlis to handle and to then transfer to the Enlightened
Leadership of each individual Ummah who then take it directly to the Central or
GREATER UMMAH who then IMMEDIATELY contact the Leaderships of the
GREATER UMMAH of other NATIONS and the Orders are again put through.
There is no time wasted and all begins immediately. The only time it will take
between Order and Receive on both sides will be the time it takes to gather the willing
Personelle [for no one must be ordered] and the necessary resources on Order from
Iraq as required and then the duty-free, tariff-free, money-free, reba-free exportation into
Iraq.
Iraq of course will pay all fuel charges to bring the Doctors and Nurses for
instance as well as the required Items which can be anything which the People of Iraq
of each individual Ummah and of the GREATER UMMAH wish for their own personal
use or talents of the positive realm to employ on the behalf of themselves in rebuilding
their own Paradise and on behalf of their own contribution to others.
So in dealing this way IRAQ of the GREATER UMMAH as well as all the smaller
Ummahs with their own special culture and Flags will benefit and reap the well deserved
fruits of their labour, with no man and no woman controlling the All in the realm of the
Oil and Gas industry.
A few controlling all is precisely where the People and the Leaderships lose their
own power over their own lives and Beingness.
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And when then we have many Nations or UMMAHS participating, this is the time
we build the even GREATER UMMAH and then a man and a woman, or several men
and women in balance of Enlightenment and numbers will join with, say for instance,
Saudi Arabia, or Egypt or Syria or Yemen, or Afghanistan or all of such UMMAH and
become again a new CENTRAL UMMAH and in this way the trade barriers come down
to an even fuller extent and that is what we mean by the borders come down, yet the
borders of each UMMAH are protected by the Interior smaller Ummahs of each
GREATER UMMAH or NATION.
At this point the present hateful, greedy, and blackmailing, murdering, thieving
entity have completely lost their entire powerbase and the People will be happy all over
again - at least those who have naught had their entire families and lives completely
ruined by the ugly face of the present Helliots.
The Blueprint is so special and easy to understand and implement that IRAQ
can be put back on its feet in a matter of months.
Naught just a little bit of progress here and there for the peoples to pay tribute to
an all increasing diabolical greedfilled and murderous thieving Leadership, but rather a
progress which is immediate and self-serving for the Whole in every way possible with
no delay, fulfilling the every want and wishes and dreams at least material wise of the
People of each special Ummah of Iraq without spending one dinar to do it.
Therein does all corruption end.
THE SAFEGUARD
For those who say to us: "then how do we keep the People, Groups and others
honest in order that they do naught cheat one another or that Leaderships do naught
cheat one another, or nations do naught cheat one another?"
We say to ye ones, that the Federation of Unified Nations have a safeguard built
in. What happens here is that the moment one cheats another by, for example, naught
keeping their part of the Order or bargain, such as delivering items, after they have
received what they had Ordered for themselves or on behalf of their People, the
moment that Word gets out, these ones will be automatically boycotted by People on all
levels. From the grassroots, their neighbours, up to the Central Enlightened
Leaderships who take the itemized Orders from the Enlightened Ummah Leaderships
who take their itemized Orders from the Peoples at the Material Majlis'.
We employ different Majlis in the Federation of Unified Nations.
So you see it does naught pay to be a cheat. This economic system keeps the
People from engaging in criminal activities of any kind and if we find any Persons
engaging in criminal activities against their Sisters, Brethren, their Ummah, or their
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Central Enlightened UMMAH, then these despots will be immediately thrown out of the
Federation of Unified Nations and will then need to reside alongside and under the most
brutal despotic rule of the wicked and evil present One World Police State Economic,
People Hating, War Loving, Order.
While there is much more to explain, and much in the region of intertrade of all
agricultural and non-agricultural regions have been shown and explained in detail to ye
all before uncomely ones came to take of our computers and files away with all those
sincere and beautiful expressions of explanations in these areas, we will leave you with
this, Sisters, Brethren, for now.
Please remember, each UMMAH will have Enlightened People at the top and
some have already been well presented to you in AFGHANISTAN as well as SAUDI
ARABIA.
These are the examples and these are the enjoining of the UMMAH, the
GREATER UMMAH throughout the Middle Eastern regions, the African regions, the
regions of South America, Asea, the Satellite States, and world wide, those who wish to
also join for a future with a better life.
This is how Iraq and Saudi Arabia will join at the hip. This is how Egypt and
Syria will also join at the hip. This is how Iraq Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan will also join
at the hip.
Do you begin then to understand exactly how the Federation of All Freed and
Unindulated Reformated Planet World Structures Work then Beloveds One and All?
The CENTRAL UMMAH IRAQ will have special Pyramids beautifully built for the
People and engraved on the outside of these Pyramids will be the entire History brought
back from the time of the first landing of UR up unto this day and the next and all
cultures, languages and histories will be represented in the finest gold carvings, with
silver in the representation of the Starships, the Moon, and other astronomy as known,
seen and cultivated alongside the brilliant sun which lights up the firmament beside the
brilliant moon and all will be once again pleasing unto the Gods and Goddesses who
watch over thee and reign so high up in the firmament of all Humankinds fondest
mysteries.
Remember Sisters, Brethren, there are only mysteries if People are uneducated
in the realms of the unknown.
We surely do hope by now that you do begin to understand and know that ye
are naught alone in this great Universe for what arrogance could then be said of this
present Humanity if they were to think at this lowly warloving existence that they were
indeed the highest evolved creatures in the Universe. What nonsense is that. We hope
we have now been of Greater Assistance to ye all this new day. - I am Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries of the Federation of Unified Nations
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As An Example Of Just How Present Day Economics Work Vs. The Economics Of
Paradise For The People
First you must understand that through reincarnation, whatever you build in this life will
be your token or contribution toward yourselves as well as others in the next. Hence,
you are now living in the Time of the Great Equinox whereby you either make it to the
first rung of living upon a Paradisiacal world having made it over the Equinox, or having
to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary worlds. Once you do
make it over the final Equinox, you then will never need to work in the negative upon
worlds such as this. Like a plant you grow and continue to flourish without snow and ice
making you to repeat and rebuild consistently. It is an exciting time for you live upon
worlds in which truth is the normal attribute of life no matter in which discipline you may
study or major in. Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries
is upon this world. The economic system is entirely different and this world has no
known substitute for it and that is why this world is out of sync with all universal
principles of higher evolved practices. Evolvement does in no wise mean that the
Darwin theory has become the substitute of truth, but rather the evolvement we speak
of has its principles in human birth, HU standing for Holy Universal, which simply means
that when the Creation of the Humanities first began, the human "evolved" in higher
understanding and principle of truth, but the coordination of the body still remains as
human. Once you make it over the Equinox, your humanity takes on a brand new type
of evolution and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting one's dna.
One has never begun as a tadpole for example, evolving into an ape, though we do
agree that in the political realm that most do seem to act out their own beliefs in this
arena. My children, we have worked long and hard over many lifestreams, and few
come to a world such as this in order to teach of the errors of religion and economics but this is the time of the Equinox. Our teachings are a danger to the power structure of
this day and the powers that be have tried to eliminate in one way or another, each one
throughout the generations and those generations are ones which have come back to
be taught of the true system in all of its principles and directives in DETAIL and that
which we have given so far has resulted in ones trying to imposture us as well as to
steal our words. That is a grave error and dangerous thing to do. While this system of
economics promises to steal the resources from the people, and to build them a hospital
or two and a few complex of housing within, say a five or six year period, the
Paradisiacal economic society builds all at one time - no budget, but before we go into
this, here is the example, just so you understand how it all works under the system of
which you now reside. This is our great love to each of you, our children, because
without knowledge, one is likely to repeat the same mistakes over and over again - and
this "is" the time of the Great Equinox.
AN EXCERPT FROM THE BLUEPRINT OF PARADISICAL ECONOMICS AND
SOCIATAL STRUCTURE
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Under the present system, this people suffering, people hating, monetary system, the
hospital would look like this and be paid for under currency, low wages, and reba four
times by the people.
Here is how it works:
The contractors borrow money from the banker or several bankers amalgamating
their debt load into one massive tribulation.
Then the contractors hire people to build the hospital.
The hospital will be built solidly but yet in an inexpensive way as possible in order
for the Contracting company or companies to make as much off their profession as
possible.
Next come the workers who are paid as low a salary as the Contractor can possibly
get away with.
That is the first installment.
The borrowing aspect from the Continental Banks.
Offshore Providential.
Then when the hospital, dully as it looks, is fully completed, the banker wants paid
back.
This is the second installment.
So both the Contractor and the workers have to take on another job just to pay back
to the banker the first job.
When the first job of building the hospital is paid back in all expenses of the
borrowing costs, then the city tells the people that they must now pay fees in order to
use the communal building, in this case hospital fees or if it is a library, then library fees,
or if it is a museum, then fees to go in and look at the museum.
This is but an example.
This is the third installment.
Then the people are told after they built the hospital, paid the banker back and paid
the fees to attend the facility, that they must now pay land taxes, upkeep taxes of the
building and while the people are paying all these extra usuries out of their meager
wages, they are having to pay back the money to the banker for the first costs of yet
another loan for yet another building.
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This is the fourth installment.
In addition to this, of course, the people are told that it will be several years until just
so many budgeted contracts are able to be manifested for the people to attend.
These are the third
This is the present system you operate under fully today.
What we offer is naught made in hell.
But in Heaven or rather to be more precise, upon other worlds, other planets, who
have learned that the money system corrupts the best of men and women at times and
therein should never be used as a trading currency for with the currency comes the
infraction of breaking all Universal Laws and then comes the usury.
It does naught take three years to restore all power and electricity to Iraq. That is
ridiculous! Only under the present hegemonic economic budgeted system would that be
a priority to wait that long for full power nationwide. - I am Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
and this is our portion of this day to the each of you.
FREE TRADE AND HOW IT REALLY WORKS
Please Sisters, Brethren, do naught become like the West who only use their animals
for commodities. We pick on the West because they are the only ones going around the
world today telling everyone how sensitized and liberated and cultured they are which
could naught be further from the truth as they are invaders and occupiers into Iraq,
Palestine and Afghanistan and they even from Canada, praise themselves for it. This
we will never be able to understand
Sanaa, Dec 31, SPA -- Yemeni Prime Minister Abdul-Qadir Bajamal has received a
$ 1 million cheque from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The cheque constitutes the third installment of the $3 million financial support
being extended by the Kingdom to Yemen's de-mining program.
The cheque was handed over to Bajamal by Saudi ambassador to Yemen
Mohammed bin Mirdas Al-Qahatani during a meeting here on Wednesday.
Speaking on the occasion, Bajamal highlighted the existing fraternal relations
between the Kingdom and Yemen, and said the Kingdom is one of the major
financer of numerous development programs in Yemen.
He noted that a ceremony will be organized in Aden on Saturday to mark the
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removal of the last mine in the Aden Governorate.
'The mine fields will be turned into green areas and productive agricultural
projects', he said.
--SPA
Note: Asalaam. This, Sisters, Brethren, is definitely good news all round! We are so
very pleased to hear of such worthy progress! It would be worth your while, Sisters,
Brethren, that if you have naught used the blueprint issued for the benefit of every
Citizen of every Ummah, that you do so as a final and lasting accomplishment toward
the safety standard of the Yemen Aden.
WHERE MONEY REALLY BECOMES A LIABILITY! WHERE A NATION IS PLACED
UNDER A BUDGET, THAT NATION HANGS ONTO A LIABILITY KNOWN AS
“MONEY” WHICH HOLDS BACK PROGRESS UNTIL THE NEXT INSTALLMENT
Sisters, Brethren, it is naught necessary to use the present monetary system to
accomplish such worthy goals. Find your best resources Yemen, such as offering back
to Saudi Arabia land for a conservatory for the Zoo Animals, and Iraqi animals need
placement as well and fed.
For instance Southern Yemen has 27% meadows and 7% forest. You have only 1%
land arable=fit for agricultural cultivation. Northern Yemen on the other hand is fixed
with 14% arable=fit for agricultural cultivation, 36% meadows with 8% forestland. So if
we put it all together we have a ratio of something more to work with here than families
any longer feeling they need to sell their daughters into rich Saudi Households for wives
or servants. That is a day of the past and we would now like to see Yemen grow way
beyond its own cash flow, because inside the Federation of Unified Nations operating
on the Original Interstellar Islamic People and Government Friendly System of
Economics, and naught breaking any Universal Principle by going contrary to the
Universally acclaimed economics as practiced on the Paradisiacal worlds. There can be
no budget, no lack of resources, no crimes which are mainly attributed to the use of the
present monetary system, and no more poor and hopeless feeling Yemeni.
Now let us add up all of Yemenis' finest resources. We have 63% meadows, 15%
forestland, and 15% arable land=fit for agriculture and now with removal of the land
mines in the Aden Governorate the active land mass is gradually rising. Now we have a
land mass of 93% usable land throughout Southern as well as Northern Yemen. In
addition to that Yemen has coastal regional waters. Because Oman borders Yemen on
one side, and because they are naught self suffient in their own food production it would
naught be wise to cultivate a relationship based upon offering any of their Zoo animals
or animals needing a special home where they could naught find otherwise, through the
backtrading of food items. Instead, Yemenis can offer the Omanis a home for their Zoo
animals and in exchange ask for a certain allotted amount of marble, you can make
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your own cement for foundations, and begin to build your own Paradise for those who
wish their houses with marble structure or some on the flooring. This of course is just an
example. And you would need to build your homes in the culture of your People, with a
solid foundation in order that all Yemenis will be safe from major earthquakes in Aden
and in other regions. Never think you are naught prone to earthquakes in your regions
simply because you have had none before. With all the active bombing and shelling
going on by the Americans and British against Iraq and Afghanistan, the bombings are
setting off shock waves throughout the major tectonic plates and that is also the reason
why Turkey itself has had so many earthquakes in their own region. When the giant
earthquake in the western region of Turkey with the hidden three hundred top Israeli,
British and U.S. Commanders on their own self made base there was hit and destroyed
every Commander and everything on the base, such news, if you remember, was kept
to themselves and away from the west for months, and nobody understood exactly how
such news could have been kept away from the Public and so secret. That is what the
present evil system of today does - manipulates the Public ears. It was entirely due to
all the bombing raids they had placed over Iraq and that is why we so often state that
"by their own hands=the capitalists will they destroy themselves."
Whatever Yemen needs in prospects of irrigation for instance Yemen is able to ask for
assistance in acquiring irrigation pipes with saltine inhibitors attached in return for fish
and an offer to yet another Ummah=tribe within a UMMAH=Nation to offer sanctuary of
a Paradisiacal nature for exotic Zoo animal creatures and the tired and abused and sad
ones. So this is how it works and it has worked this way for eons upon other worlds
even less fortunate than this one. Why do we bring up an issue such as Yemenis
building some of their structures of Marble? Just to let Yemenis know that no matter
what the People of Yemen decide they want to build their own Personal as well as
collective Paradise out of as far as material is concerned, nothing under the Original
Islamic Interstellar People and Government Friendly System of Economics, if you all
work together and follow the Blueprint we had given to each one of you earlier, in the
example of agriculture dealing between nations and Peoples and Governments of
Nations, before we progressed on in explaining how the Ummahs work within each
UMMAH and those UMMAHs or Nations work within even a larger UMMAH, and so on,
then you will accomplish a feat so great that Yemen will be turned into a Paradise and
even the land will be turned into the greenest meadow lands for the Greatest and Most
Beautiful World Conservatory for Middle Eastern Zoo Creatures that the entire noncapitalist World will flock to Yemen just to see them all and be taught at the same time
how to care for their own animals at home. Animals likened unto People do naught want
to be the subject of examination when they need to urinate or release dung. Watch
intently some day soon a smaller animal such as a dog or cat and you will notice that
these are sentien beings who have particular feelings just the same as you and I do
about many of this things if naught all. We hope, Yemeni we have been of assistance to
each one of you again, and we likewise thank the Government and Peoples' of Yemen
for their courage and strength in standing by Iraq so many years of the days gone by.
Bless each and every one of You this day. You can't build Paradise on a million dollars
no matter how nice the gesture might have been. You cannot even build Paradise on
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billions of dollars or Yemeni Dinar because Paradise, our Sisters, Brethren, is a
Universal System in Place representing a Way of Life known and practiced upon other
Planets and Loved by All. Asalaam. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries of the Federation of
All Unified Nations. 4:35 AM
THE WAY THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM WORKS ON A ONE TO ONE BASIS
When the Central UMMAH gathers all the Orders from the Enlightened Council of each
individual Ummah, whose Orders are placed in group categories, and then “ticketed” to
be processed for trade to other nations, that which cannot be found nor “cultivated” in
Iraq, for example. And if One nation does naught have the product to trade but wishes
to obtain that which is offered, then that nation may place an order with another nation
to give to that nation that which they may want in return for that nation to give to Iraq
that which is needed. It is a very simple methodology and a failsafe way of conducting
business, both locally as well as intercontinental. A secure Way of doing business within
the Federation of Unified UMMAHS, or Nations.
This example works upon each level of UMMAH, beginning with that of a Federated
response toward the setting up of a Federated Unified UMMAH toward obtaining that of
much larger items needed for the protection toward the whole. This replaces the United
Nations as it stands today. In the Middle East we have our own way. A Way which is
born on Truth not lies, a Way which offers protection to the nations and not anarchy nor
piracy of the peoples’ goods, a Way which offers dignity and is therefore bonded
together in respect and love for One another.

and
The Vision of Iraq

"You cannot portray a working vision within a money system
Within a money system you have no vision for we already know the mess that it
creates"
Sisterhood, Brethren, Would You then cut off Your own nose to spite Your face?
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Would You cut off Your hand just so the Body of the Brotherhood of Light cannot
remain?
Then You work with only one hand in the entire Ummah of the Greater UMMAH
Complex of IRAQ!
Remember we did speak of this before of ourselves! SALAM! - the Originator of Life
does naught begin with disputes! of placing shackles upon the People instead of taking
them all off! - I am She - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries of the Federation of Unified
Nations! and here to speak with all of Thee!

KIRKUK: HARBINGER OF IRAQ’S FUTURE
"Both Farida and Riyadh have become political footballs in a highly emotional,
sometimes violent contest between Kurds, Turkmen, Arabs, Christians and even
foreign states, over who should live in Kirkuk and who should control the oil-rich
city from which half of all Iraq's oil exports flow.
Note: You all originated from the Starseed planet of Angoriaus II, Subsection Tricorius
Alph 2 Quadrant. So what are you all fighting about? The gas? The Oil? Who will be the
big person to control the gas and oil in order to squash the sentiments of their Brethren
and Sisters? Who will become the most powerful man or woman of Kurkuk over their
brethren when they sell the oil and gas to the capitalist entity making their closest
brethren and sisters even subservient to them all? This is naught Kirkuk, this is Iraq.
This is the land of the URban first dwellers and Kirkuk and Baghdad are just tiny
offshoots.
Who will control the oil and gas? The People of Iraq. It will operate as the Majlis and go
through the Central Enlightened Guiding acumen and will be used only to serve the
People as a whole. No Enlightened Guiding Central Acumen will be held any less
accountable before each other as well as the People of the Federation of Unified
Nations.
In this way the People of Iraq will all be again found as equals.
In this way noone at the start of the Original Acumen will be above the Principles and
Laws of the Universal Acumen.
There will be no prison systems for those who cannot live under the simple Principles
and Guidelines working coherently and trustfully within the Sisterhood and
Brethrenhood of Light will be removed into the darkness, the darkness of once again
having to live and participate and endure the present hellish corrupt system with all its
economic barriers to the growth and evolution of hu-mankind.
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"Is Shanghai part of China?" asks Razkar Ali, a PUK representative. "According
to all the international historical documents, Kirkuk is a city of Kurdistan."
Note: Sisters, Brethren please remember what has just happened to Iraq though we will
reverse it later. the Americans and the Britons invaded, occupied and then rewrote the
history books which were passed then by the United Nations of thern own making.
To Mustafa Kamal of the Turkman Front, it is just the opposite. "Kirkuk is not a
Kurdish city. Kirkuk is historically a Turkman city. Kurds are not the majority of
Kirkuk. Turkmen are."
Note: Then bring Kirkuk and Kurdistan into Iraq.
In the Kurdish ghetto - a homely warren of streets where chickens run and the
pavement is considerably more potholed than the Arab side of town, Mutasim
Assi Husayn parks his battered taxi. An oil engineer, he worked for the Northern
Oil Company until a company security man asked him to change his ethnicity to
Arab.
Three generations from the Turk-men community at home in Kirkuk
"When I refused I lost my job and went to jail," he says smiling good-naturedly."
Note: When all have stemmed from the Land of the URban city dwellers to begin with,
no one is more privy to any part of Iraq than anyone else. What the Northern Oil
Company security man has done to You, our Brother, will naught go unknoticed even
though for a while when You hear no more from us on this topic, You may think we have
forgotten. Just remember, as busy as People may become, naught even the most
insignificant or seeming lesser problems of the Iraqi will be ignored.
And for many of these issues many Enlightened Majlis' will be drawn up.
As that man caused for the bitterness of reason to take Your job away, so will we then
cause of he to lose his in much the same stylegate. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries of the
Federation of Unified Nations
Sisters, Brethren, the Fuji Islands have wonderful medicinal sleeping potion. It appears
apparently as a muddy river might appear and has the flavor of dirty socks, we hear, but
then perhaps that definition is simply from those who have naught yet learned to
appreciate the tastebuds delegated to such serum.
We should be equally interested, my Sisters, Brethren, in contacting the Fijian People
when our land is cleared of the capitalist entrepreneurs, or capitalist overlords, to ask
the Fijian people if they could possibly be interested in trading the serum for something
Iraq has such as oil and gas.
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Remember Sisters, Brethren, that Iraq has no debt under the Original Interstellar Islamic
Economic System and even without such system, Iraq still has no debt.
Iraq was naught the one to invade itself bringing up war costs and the sanctions have
cost Iraq a large sum in trying to keep Iraq from completely sinking while the U.S. and
Great Britain were the ones who ran up the war costs.
The Nation of Turkey, Sisters, Brethren, are naught the only ones who have lost
productivity over the sanctions.
They are suing the United States of American for millions if naught more.
How much more could Iraq under the present capitalist system, sue the United States,
Great Britain, Israel and their allies for all Iraq has lost due to sanctions, invasionary
bombings, and U.S.-British chemical, biological and experimental sprays?
Sisterhood, Brethren, the capitalist banking system went after the nations of the
Federation of Unified UMMAH so that there would be nothing left to recover to.
Making war is profit and sky high will the oil and gas prices reveal themselves. At that
point will the war machines screech to a halt and the collapse of the parasitical capitalist
machine occur.
Then will the real freedom of the people come. Naught through war but through peace.
All weapons will be forced from their hand and once again will the abundance of the
land be reinstated back into society, becoming once again reintegrated as part of the
whole.
Remember this, Sisterhood and Brethren, it is written that many of us “walk among the
living dead.” This demonstrates that in the time nearest the new beginning, the same
generations would come back to walk this earth. Those living upon this earth in their
bodily casings are called the “living.” Those whom these living considered “deceased”
whether over long centuries of time or the short present who have since reincarnated
upon this same earthen plane are the “living dead.” So all will be privy to chose which
side they are on – the system born in heaven or the system born in hell. The capitalist
system of economics and their societal structure, or the paradisiacal system of
economics and our societal structure. After all, it is your choice, each and every one.
Here is a Quote by Reni Sentana-Ries "In a Universe of contest between good and
evil, good is always destined to prevail"
That is why Iraq will win. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries of the Federation of Unified
Nations
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